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Welcome to the world 
of autonomous global payroll! 

Enhanced visibility and transformative insights
pave the way for informed decision-making and

streamlined operations.

Get back the
control

Experience the mesmerizing symphony of hyper-
automated technology and the artful blend of
minimal manual intervention.

Let technology do
the work

A global payroll platform that supports your multi-
country payroll needs while allowing you control, right
at an entity level.

Witness the synergy of integration, where seamless
connectivity drives efficiency and empowers your
global payroll operations to reach new heights.

Simplify
payroll chaos



The 3.0 Advantage

Payroll & compliance
experts in every
country

Ability to support in
local language

Constantly monitor,
communicate, and
implement statutory
changes

Native G2N engine
for 100+ countries

Certified integration
with major HRIS

Comprehensive
payroll technology
stack

Industry-first 
solution that is fully
in-house

Delivering in 160+
countries

4 global delivery
centers, 50 proximity
centers, and
expanding

Compliance expertise Powerful platform

What makes us different?
Truly Global Solution

for display error validations

Yes, it is that easy!

which paves way to infinite pay runs

after pay register sign-off

initiations even after main payrun

providing actionable intelligence

processing made easier

Smart Payroll Console 

No input sign-off 

Instant payroll reports

Endless off-cycles

Powerful analytics

Retro payroll 

Process global payroll in 
less than 5 clicks! 
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Bid farewell to
payroll constraints 
as Neeyamo Payroll 3.0    introduces infinite pay
drafts, enabling swift and effortless last-minute
corrections. Brace yourself for unrivaled speed in
global payroll processing as native gross-to-net
payroll engines that revolutionize the pace of
operations.
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